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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEZ FOR AERONAUTICS

TRCHNICAL MEMORANDUM NO. 1170
.. . .. . .. ... . . . . ,. .,...

REPORT ON ROCKET POWER PLANT&lMSED ON
/’-0

iBy Hell?nuh Walter

NATURE OF T-SUBSTANCE

.. . . . ... . ,,.—...

T-SUBSTANCE*>1

In the search for an energy source independent of air for the
propulsion of underwater craft, attention was early concentrated on
T-substance. It was possible to convince the OKM [NACA comment: Navy
HiGh Command] very quickly of the irnyortanceof this material. In
1934, the first experiments were undertaken.

A difficulty was at once presented by the limited concentra-
tion that had been attained. At first only 60 percent T-substance
could be supplied; this amount was later increased to as much as
85 percent. Decomposition and combustion experiments conducted on
the grounds of the CPVA in Kiel-Dietrichsdos-fled to the first
practical informationas to the technical feasibility of the use of
T-substance. New perspectives soon developed because a method of
concentrated energy production had been found here, which was
capable of many applications. The idea of using this energy for
the propulsion of missiles either in guns or as rockets suggested
itself and appropriate proposals, which quj.cklyled to the construc-
tion of the first experimental devices, were made to the official
quarters concerned.

In January 1937, the first flight of a DVL aircraft with
T-substance auxiliary propulsion took place at Alimbsmtihlein the
presence of Colonel Udet, who piloted the third flight. In June
1937, the first T-substance rockets were fired (Altenwalde).’Then
in rapid succession take-off auxiliary, main propulsion, and other
rocket drives were lrought out in experimental versions.

T-substance. - Hydrogen peroxide is a well known chemical,——
which is widely used in the textile industry~ Its chemical and

*“Bericht ~ber die R-Triebwerke auf Grundlage des T-Stoffee.”
R-Antriebe, Schr. d. D. Akad. d. Luftfahrtforschung,Heft 1071,
M?. 82, 1943, pp. 63-89.

.

lNACA Comment: ~drogen peroxide.
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physical properties as well as the processes of manufacture and use
are familiar and have been described in voluminous books and papers,
Nevertheless,much developmental work was required to open the way

.

for T-substance as a usable oxygen carrier. In fact the utilization
of hydrogen peroxide as the oxygen carrier for energy production had
hitherto been the subject only of isolated suggestion~,which have
never been developed beyond the stage of theoretical discussion.
Because only low concentrationshad been necessary for the previous
uses of hydrogen peroxide and, conversely, the manufacturing Cost
of higher concentrationsw-asconsiderable} there had been no stimulus
whatever to the manufacture of higher concentrations and the higher
concentrationswere indeed..notcommercially obtainable, The question
was raised of increasing the concentration in order to reduce
transportation costs. The customary 30-percent commercial product
certainly offered no incentive for use as a source of’energy.
Conversely, higher concentrationshad acquired the unfavorable
reputation of being dangerpus with respect to storage) probability
of explosion, and so forth. This reputation found expression, for
example, even in the freight rules of the state rail~aYs. This
pre@.dice, nourished by some accidents duo to lack of knowledge and
experience with higher concentrations,had an exiraordi~rilY
retarding effect on the technical utilization of fi~drogenperoxide
as an energy carrier and to sume exten-tstill must be contended with
today.

After the manufacture of a sufficiently pure and stable product
of high concentration (first 70 percent and later 85 percent) had
been attained by the EMN process, it was possible in 1936 to design
and test the first devices for rocket propulsion. Wi-Lhth.oexperience
and knowledge gained in the subsequent years} it iS claimed that -
presupposing, of com=c, certain conditions as to handling and storage -
T-substance is today an entirely relia~le propellant. (Amoro detailed
exposition will follow subseq~lently,)

Chcrnicaland Energy Data

Th@ substance itsol.fwill now be discw.ssedin detail; in this
concoction some fmiliar facts may be repsated.

In view of its chemical comp~n~nts~ hydrogen ~d oxYgen}
hydrogen peroxide or to use its briefer code rime, T-substance)
appears at first a positively ideal oxygen carrier. Unfortunately}
even in 100-percent concentration only 47 percent by weight is
available as oxygen for reactions with fuels. For an oxygen carrier
this’is a relatively small proportion.
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I
h the case of nitric acid, for example, 63.5 percent by weight

1: is available as oxygen not to mention the case of pure oxygen.
fi-

1
‘~
ii This disadvantage is, however, almost entirely offset by the
b, relatively high heat of dec~position released in the disintegration
!,.? of T-substance into ita components’ H20 and Oz.
1:

1
1,
j’: In the decomposition of a 100-percent solution, 690 kilogram

~; calories per kilogram are released, enough to heat the products of
decomposition to a final temperate of about 950° C. The relations

J’ between concentration, heat content, and decomposition temperature),,1 are shown in figure 1.
!,,,.

Plotted against the concentrations, O to 100 percent, =bheheat
of decomposition (a) increases in a straight line from O to 690 kilo-
gram calories per kilogram. The heat of generation of dry saturated
stem (b) (which at zero concentration is 639 kg cal/kg) decreases
with increasing T-subst~ce content because of the decreasing water
content. Also the heat of the liquid state (c) decreases with the

1, lesser specific heat of T-substance. At a concentration of

~~ 13.5 percent, the intersection of (a) and (c) indicates that the
1. heat of decomposition is just sufficient to heat the water pr6duced
,

=d the oxygen to the temperature ot vaporization (lGO” C). At—
higher concentrations,partial vaporization is atta~.neduntil at
64.5 percent (intersectionof (a) ad (b)) all tileKrateris converted
into steam. Beyond this point, the surplus heat of decomposition
serves to superheat the gas-steam mixture. Fen-example, at 80 per-
cent a temperature of 465° C is found. The relation between concentra-
tion and final temperatt~e of decomposition at other pressures iS

shown in the t-i diagram, figure 2. Along the line p . 1 atmosphere
absolute, between O and 13.5 percent a rise in temperature to about .
100° C occurs; between 13.5 and 64 percent a mixture of steam,
liquid, and oxygen is produced and a~o~e. 64.5 percent a superheated
mixture of steam and oxygen. At different pressures the boundary
Points are shifted as indicated by the left and right boundary curve.

This behavior of T-substance during decomposition is fundamental
to its importance. On the one hand, in spite of the smaller yield
of oxygen the release of”the heat of decornpos~tion places T-substance
in the same order of magni-~~deof total energy yield as other oxygen
carriers; on the other hand, the lltilizationof the heat of decomp-
osition offers inestimable advantages in the use of T-substance in
Power plants, particularly for auxiliary propulsion.

The close interdependencebetween concenlnrationand steam
temperate makes possible an fflaliible sy~tem for the generation

——
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of’steam of an absolutely constant temperature, which cannot be
excelled by any of the hitherto known steam-boiler techniques with
respect to controllability, simplicity, and low weight cost as well
as small size of the installation for a given o’utput.

Preparation Gf )?ureT-substance

The preparation or decomposition of T-substance occurs by means
of catalysts. Apart from certain precious metals, for example,
platinum sponge or platinized pumice stone, the most effective
catalyst is permanganate~ which may be used in the form of a water
solution of sodium or calcium permanganate of high s~ecific gravity
(1.5) atomized or sprayed together with the T-substance into a decom-
position chamber, or used in the form of pyrolusite mixed with cement
and sand to make catalytic stones, which are used as filling in the
decomposition chamber and against which the T-substance is sprayed
through atomizing nozzles.

In the present fitateof development of tinecatalytic stone,
under normal operating conditions, that ist approximately 25 atmos-
pheres gage, 150 to 200 grams per second of T-substance can be
decomposed by 1 kilogram of stcnes~ or a total of about 2000 kilo-
grams during the life of 1 kilogram of the stones. This high rate
of flow puts such a considerablemechanical stress on the stone that
a certain degree of erosion of its mass must be expected, Again}
ordinary T-substance contains so much residual acid that the stones
would soon be polluted. Therefore, distilled T-substance is used for
surface decomposition.

In decomposition by the use of sodium permanganate, a reaction
occurs involving the formation of sodium hydroxide and pyrolusite
after which the true catalytic action occurs; however, only by
atomization into the finest particles can the great effectiveness of
the permanganate, which makes pos~ible the decomposition of 1 kiio-
gram of T-sulstance per second in 1 liter of decomposing volume, be
exploited.

Combustion with T-substance

In the development of fuels and combustion chambers for the
combustion of oxy~en, the following are the outstanding requirements: ...

1. Highest energy production, that is, lowest specific consumpt-
ion
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2. Lowest possible combustion-chambertempers.turos

39 Reliable ignition as far as possible without special auxiliary
means

1. Without doubt, the first requirement is best fulfilled by
the hydrocai-l)ons,which at the same t~.mesatisfy the requirements
of corklensa.bi,lityand volubility for the exhauet gases 01’underwater
power plants. However, neither ignition without special auxiliary
means nor combustion in a small space without the addition of a
catalyst is possible, As a catalytic agent; sodium or calcium
permanganate - in smaller quantities - also may be used hem. A
power plant of this kind existe at present, namely the combustion-
type take-off auxiltary. The system is very r~liable but becaufle
of the three components it requires much apparatus and hence leads
to undesirable complications in a controllable installation,

2. The second requirement is, in general, already fulfilled by
the usc of T-substance. The combustion of hydrocarbons with
80-percent T-substance produces temperatures of’ about 2200° C but
the samo consu.mptiorlsusing nitric acid produce about 2750° C.

3. The third requirement is fulfilled today by the use of
hydl’azinehydrate. However, because the heat value of hydrazine
hydrate is on,ly2822 kilogram calories per kilogram, a mixture of
hydrazin~ and methanol is used, tho ignitabilityof which is still
adequate. A further decrcasc ~.nthe proport~.onof hydrazine, which
would lead to a higher yield of energy, is for the present not
utilized for reasons of safety although experiments have shown that
use of such a mixture is curtainly possible.

In figure 3; the ~~diabaticdrops and the temperatures are
plotted against the concentrationsand mixture ratios for the
T-substance, C-substance and T-substance, and Sv-substance hydro-
carbon systems. [lTAC!Acomment: C-substance is a mixture of hydra-
zine hydrate and methanol; Sv-substance is 90 percent of 98-percent
nitric acid plus 10 percent of sulfu?ic acid.]

T11odiagrams show that about the same drops are attained in the
combustion of hydrocarbonswith 80-percent T-substance or with
90-percent Sv-substance but that with Sv-substance th~ temperature
is substantially higher.

With the use of hydrazine hydrate, about 4 percent of the drop
must be sacrificed,in return for which a lower temperature burden
on the combustion chamber and, above al!ltreliable ignition and
clean burning are obtained.

—
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Incidentally, a similar reduction of the drop appears in tl?e
‘ diagram for nitric acid when a change is made from hydroca.rboi~swith
a heat value of about lljOOO kilogram calories”p’erkilogram to Visole
with about 9000 kilogram calories per kilogz%m. [I!?ACAcomnent:
Visole is a fuel conposed of vinyl compounds.]

Other Properties of T-Substance

The following properties of T-substance must also be mentioned
as bearing on its suitability as a.noxygen carrier in rocket power
plants:

1. The specific gravity is relatively high, being 1.345 for an
80-percent solution, Nevertheless, T-substance is excelled in
this respect by Sv-substance.

2. The abiltty of T-sll.tistanceto withstand cold depends upon the
concentration, At 52 percent, it roaches its lowest freezing
point, about -50° C, while the freezing point for 80 percent
is about -25° C. KIVACAcomment: Lowest freezing point value

inconsistent’with f’~~”~“1 However; crystallization is generally
very much delayed and requires the sthnulus of crystallization
nuclei; therefore, as a rule, significantly lower temperatures
are possible.

3. The question of storage constitutes from the first a problem
of the most stubborn nature. only after its solution lXIY
T-substance be considered a suitable propellant.

The problem becomes serious in the case of T-substance when an
interaction between the container and T-substance occurs resulting
not only in a corrosim of the container and in most cases’a conse-
quent decomposition of the T-substance but also in heating in some
circ~tance~ tO the critical decomposition temperature of about
140° C, which leads finally to explosion. This decornpositim,
incidently, was probably the principal cause of the explosions that
used to be feared so nuch.

For satisfactory storage, the addition of phosp~lorusand
hydroxyquinoline or other substances to stabilize the T-substance is
necessary. Impurities that may be present may make these additives
ineffective and therefore the danger of spontaneous decomposition
is increased. The questton of insuring stability in storage must
therefore also be approached by way of “thecontainer.

.
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Suitable container materials include: alloy steels containing
nickel and chromium, such as V4A,, TEA, Remsnitj and so forth, as
well as-copper-free.s,lulninumalloya,.es.pecially 99.5 pe~cent pure :
aluminum, Hydronalium, brine-resistant alloys and the like, which
have been anodized and coated with Oxin. ‘The synthetics,Mipolam
and Igelit, (pol.yvinylchlcmide)are also suitable as coatings.
This type container with quite large dimensions has already been
in use for a number of years without any trouble. With regard to
storage In smaller units, extens:ve experiments were conducted for
the OKM on torpedo tanks with such success that it was found possible
to extend the period of Storage even under tropical conditions
(temperatureof 500 C both continuously and intermittently)to as
much as 6 months without trouble md without any considerable 10SS
of concentration. Some of the experiments extended over even longev
periods of time.

As the torpedo is an item subject to storage, the storage period
just mentioned may be regarded as adequate for most other cases, For
long term utorage of no.nrefill.ableexpendable items that cannot be
tested before firing, especially siiller devices under 25 l-iiers,it
would not appear that the use of T-substance should be recommended.

4. In this connection, the question of hazard to the containers
from fire and bombardment immediately arises. This question has Zth30

been systematically investigated. Measurements ~ieremade of the rise
in temperature in both open and sealed containers exposed to an
exterr.alflame. At temperatures of about 90° to 100° C, a limited
additional decomposition occurred first; t~leheat relea~:edby this
decom,pcsitionhastened -thetemperature rise until.at 135° C or 140° C
a vaporization,which could no longer be restrained, occurred that
led, however, not to a detonation but to a sitipleboiler explosion
due to an excessof internal pressure. Wi-hha gas-escape valve of
adeguate size, the container simply relieved.its pressure. At temper-
atures up to about 120° C, it was possible to halt the vaporizing
action by exte:cnalcooling and to reestablish normal storage. In
the presence of impurities, such S.Qi~ust,copper gage tubing, or
materials of similar catalytic effect, the process may, of couroe,
be accelerated and under certain circwnst~ces even detonation may
occur.

Accordin@y, a fire near containers not designed for high pres-
sures would lead to the bursting open of the containers at the weakest
seams or at specially provided points. Quantities of T-substance
flowing Into a fire will, of course, cause the fire to blaze up but
without danger of exjjlosion.
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5. Safety under bombardment has also
gated. The Research Divieion of the by

NACA TM NO. 1~70

been extensively in.vesti-
Ordnaace Office has

carried out detonation tests with T-substance-alcohol.mixtures of
all concentrations: the results of which are shown in figure 5.

With the strongest excitation by extraneous shockj pure T-
substance can be detonated only in concentrations greater than
87 percent. The stronger the mixture of alcohol, the lower the
T-substance concentration at which detonation is possible until at
the stoichiome%ricratio t}.elowest Toint is reached at about
45-percent concentration of T-substance. Yrom this it tollows that
the bombardment of T-substance tanks with explosive projectiles
muGt have an effect similar to that of the bombardment of a water
tank. Actually, thei-eare only limited additional effects.
Naturally, complications and dangerous situations can arise in the
bombardment of combinations of different tanks containing T-substance,
fuels, and auxiliary materials, especially if mixtures of considerable
quantities of T-substance and fuels occur that do not at once ignite,
that isj in the case of fuels that are not self-ignitingbecause in
such a case, as indicated previously, .detoilablem.ixtu.reswill he
formed, which constitute a greater danger to the scene of a bombing
catastrophe than woL~ldthe mere fire to which the flowin~ together
of T-substance and self-ignitingfuels would give rise.

Special mention should be made of the behavior of T-substance
under bombardment with incendiary munition parttculai-lyrubber
fire bombs, which after a certain delay in ignition could probably
set off explosions; a fact that is especially to be taken f.nto
account in the ?Lesignof larger storage installations for T-substance.

6, The question of transportation of T-substance may bfiregarded
as having been solved by the systematic work done in this field.
Since the provision of suitable cars with tanks made of aluminum
according to specifications,permission has been given.to tra~sPort
T-substance tiyrail. Previously when T-substance was being trans-
ported by truck, various traffic accidents occurred that made it
apparent T-substance was relatively harmless in such situations. If
other inflammablemzzterialsare present and come in direct contact
with T-substance and if means of ignition are also present, a
heightened danger of fire naturally exists.

7. In addition to the question of transportation, of special
interest is the easy handli~ of the material “bythe personnel at
test rigsh flying fields, and so forth because the boiling point is
about 120 C, the matei”ialmay be handled almost the same as watsr
in clean alumina cans. The filling of the machines is accomplished
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~j

i through open funnels using cans or either hand or electric pumps.
~f1,; Supply,,l,ineq.,offl_exibleM~p,pl~ ho.se.wqy..alsob,e,used.
!M “

The personnel are endangered only by direct contact. The
material has a mild burning effect on the human skin, causing,

[~: whitish swellings of the tissue, which, however, disappear agatn
in 1 or 2 hours according to the severity of the burn. The reaction

~1

(

if is so slow that if the affected spot is immediately washed with

~,!
copious quantities of water scarcely any traces of burning will be

1’

observed. Only an eye burn can be clangorous, Splashes on work
clothing are undesirable because of the danger of fire and the

~~, damage to the fabric. The service crews are therefore directed to

I

;! wear rubber or Mipolam aprons, foot coverings, and protective glasses,
which, however, are only too readily forgotten when the work has)!
become somewhat familiar.~~’ The provision of plentiful supplies of

by water close to the work and cleanliness in the assembly of all.equip-~I! ment are almost the only special safety measures required.
!.

As the
~,1 escaping gases (composed of steam, oxygen, and carbonic acid) are
Ii also harmless, they do not give rise to any particular handling
:! difficulties either.
;,

8. ??inally,a matter of very great indirect importance is the
propellant-supply situation. Because, foi-use in rocket power plants
the l-equirementspreviously described.-thatrelate to long periods of
storage must be fulfilled and also a high purity of the material is
necessary Yor operating reasons, only the manufacturing process (by
electrolysis) of the EW1.1in Munich has hitherto been satisfactory.
This process requires a considerable expenditure of precious metals
and electric current, and therefore the expansion of production is
limited in the first instance by these factore. On the other hand,
the progress of development of the T-substance power plant has
increased the pos~ibilities of its use. Therefore, work is being
done on new processes intended to make it possible to meet the
increasing demand on some other basis.

I
!(

? ‘ T-substance’having thus been characterized as a highly
appropriate propellant for rocket power plants with respect to out-

!’ put, operating behavior, storage, se.f’ety,and supply, the descrip-
i)

{
tion of the power plant itself will now be presented.

!,
::,
,,
j:,

t

Rocket Power Plants
;I;l

.,

\

‘~!

:11 The co&truction of rocket power plants is very largely
dependent upon the uses for which they are intended; these uses may

~Y
f{] be classified as follows:

/ . . ... . . . ., ,- —.———----------,.,..-.—.—-....——.. ..—.-. ..—— —.
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1. Short-period power plants in expendable devices, which include
projectile propulsion, gliding bombs, remobe control gliders,
aerial torpedos, underwater torpedosj and so forth.

2. Short-period power plants that may l)ereused, which include
take-off and landing auxiliaries, catapults, gas-pressure
cannons, and so forth.

3. Controllable continuous-operatingpower plants, which includes
rocket fighters and other aircraft propulsion, boat propulsion
for engineer-carps use, and so forth.

~, ~dj.rect drives and mixed power plants, for example, in jet
suction and compression installations,whicfimight be used for
i.afluencinG}oundary layersl R-L power plants [NACA comment:
R-L designates a power plant combining the use of rocket
propellants with the imtermi.ttentcoiiku~tionaild.resonance or
tidal-air principles of the iri-ter’mittentram jet. Used alone,
L normally designates the Lorin tube~ that is, continuous ram
jet.], Melo-bn~zzles, and so fo~th.

5. In addition to these uses for rocket power plants, the
generation of high-pressure steam from T-substance has
possibilities of application to the most diverse usesj such
as heating, production of compressed gas, oxygen generation,
power boowting by the injection of T-substance in engines,
and so forth, which, however, lie outside the scope of this
paper.

1. The schematic layout of a short-period power plant is shown
in figure 6.

The principal characteristics of these units are very simple
design, avoidance of complicated flow-control devices) verY c~mPact
consiruction~ and ability to undergo long storage. For the convey-
ance of the fluid propellants, compressed gas or air is particularly
suitable.

The air Ylask is closed by tho diaphragm of a primer-operated
rip valve the reliability of which as a closure has been tested over
a period of years. After this valve is opermd, the air flows through
a pressure redticer,which with short operating periods may often be
replaced by a simple throttle, and either through sealing meinbranes
designed to give way at a certain pressure or through check valves
into the propellant tanks forces the propellant through the lower
sealing membrane or nonreturn valve into the atomizer or mixing head
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of the combustion chamher in which the components react
other. The combustion chamber ends in,a I’,avalnozzle.

.,, ,

—

11

with each

A good means of saving weight is the use of autop~essurized
Pumltng, which is shown in figure 6{b). At the present time, how-
ever, this method is capa31e of being reliably controlled only for
the pumping of Z-substmce [ljACAco~ent; Z-substmce is a catalyst
of either sodium or calcium permanganate.] by means of T-substance.
A Smali quantity of T-sti,batanceis diverted from the pressure line,
passed through a check valve, and sprayed Into the Z-substance tank
in which steam is foned until the pressure of the T-substance is
reached; this pressure conveys the .Z-substanceforward, The pressure
is developed so rapidly that no delay in the pumping occurs,

Autopressurized Fu.mpingmay also be used for conveyance of the
entire bulk of T-substancej as shown in G(c). In order to force-
feed 1 l.iilogremof T-substance at 20 atmospheres gage, about 10 grams
of the material iuL~stbe converted to steam~ which in turn .maybe
accomplished by the injection Or about 0,,2to 0.5 gram of Z-substance.
This form of autopressurizationtogether with an enclosed form of
construe-hionresults in a very compact unit. Unfortunately, the
Pressure cannot be maintained with an accuracy greater than about
MO percent. This system is at present suitatle oa?.yfor units using
T-substance and Z-substance as the pumping of fuels with an oxygen-
Steam mixture at 450° C is inadvisable because of the danger of self-
i$nition unlees it becomes possible to store the fuel in and pressure-
feed it from elastic and} at the same tj.me,heat-proof bags.

The T-substance, Z-substance system has proved suitable in many
cases for power plants of tne simplest construction in spite of the
relatively high specific co~~p~ion of 9,5 gr~s per kilogram second.
The use of the system is prohibited, of course, as alr~ady mentioned
fol”units of simple type subject to storage for more than 6 months,
especially in the case of small units, ln thif~respect the system
is inferior to powder al.ldoijheroxygen carriers. Howevtxr,this
system has a large field of’application in the iallncllingof glider
hombs~ which can be checked for operability at the field before being
launched, as well aS for aI.I.sorts of experimental drives, model
rockets, flying models, and so forth, Power plants have been
Constructed in all sizes from lo kilograms to 60 metric tons Of
thrust and i+ is today posst~le to promise the success of such
devicss upon first trial, which is generally not the case with
devices using combustion.

Figure 7 SI1OWSthe flow plan of a glider-bomb drive that corres-
ponds in pxinciple to the first layout shown in figure 6, Air
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pressure feeds
distributor to

through ignition-operatedvalve, pressure reducer, and
the two tanks for T- and.Z-substance, and development

of thrust occurs in the decomposing chamber equippe~ with.nozzle. T’he
total impulse of this unit operating by T-substance decomposition alone
with a thrust of 600 kilogrsm for a generous 10 seconds amounts to
6400 kilogram seconds. The empty weight of this unit is 68 kilograms}
that is, 10.6 grams per kilogram second. Combination of this “weight
with the specific propellant consumption of 10 grams per kilogram
second yields a total weight cost of 20.6 grams per kilo~ram second,
[NACA comment: Values corrected.from the German.] The ignition-
operated vzlve, which is used the most, is constructed without any
movable parts. The high-pressure side is separated from the low-
pressure side by a rip sheet. Touching the center of both sides of
this rip sheet is a tubo through which, upon the setting-off of the
primer, the pressure wave created by tinepowdei-charge blows out the
center of the sheet and the rest of the sheet folds up under the
high pressure and lies against the walls. Th~s a very reliable free
passage without moving parts is created.

2. In short-period power units that may be reused, the construc-
tion fundamentals are naturally altogether different; whereas for
expendable items subject to long storage the principal attention
is devoted to the storage tank and the other parts are designed for
use only once, in this case the demands upon the cor.tainermaterial
are secondary as compared to the design of the valve system, filling
arrangements and other parts subject to wear, the ~nterchangea~ilitY
of single parts and of component groups, the control devices> and so
forth. The flow pian (fig. 8) may in most cases be the same as for
the case previously described.

Here again compressed-airforce-feed offers advantages with
regard to simple design and satisfactory operation of the unit.
The air flask has a filling connection. The starting valve is
electromagneticallyopcmated and the rip sheets are replaced by
check valves. The flow sequence and the start of combustion are
controlled by a safety distributor valve. Units of this type
include take-off auxiliaries and torpedos (which nmst be reusable
because of the necessity of aiming trials and test runs), as well
as catapult power units and a recoilless canncn..

Because in units of this type a more extensive mechanical
installation is permissible, it is appropriate to consider tl:e
replacement of’the compressed-airforce-feed, which requires an
extensive and costly compressor station for charging the units, by
the generation of high-pressure gas. The simplest case of high-
-pressuregas generation is shown in figure 9.
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In figure 9(a), after the o~enhg of the valve the T-substance
runs by gravity in’hothe surface decomposing chamber and is con-
vetitedintb steam. Ilecause’’thisst’eaiu3s az$ficlentty pure, it may
be led directly back to the tank and used as pressure-feed gas. In
principle, the presmre can,%e raised to any desired degree, although
a limit is set by the heating of the T-substance by the steam, which,
of course, need not be dangerous if the entire working process is of
short duration. On the other hand,,the ,rateof pressure development
is limited by the static supply head of the T-substance level and
by the resistances in the inlet piping. The further development of
these considerationsas to the method of pumping leads at once to
the separation of the T-eu3stance chamber from that occupied by the
steam and the e?up].oymentof the differential piston system, as shown
in figure 9(b).

After the opening of the valve, a small quantity of T-substance
is sprayed into the decom.pouerby hand, by a spring device, cm by
other auxiliary neans, to start the process; whereupon, the forced
feeding of the T-substance proceeds at a more or less rapid rate
accor{lingto the ratio of the piston cliameters. The operation of
tho appa~-atu~is similar to a duplex steam pump and by the addition
of suitable pump and steam valves it can be made to operate
continuously. Using this arrangement as the power unit for an auto-
mtic steam-pressure cannon, without difficulty 30 steam-generating
periods per minute are obtained, a figwe that could doubtless be
further Increased.

With larger quantities of T-s\lbstance,the pumping piston must,
of cou:-se~be of considerable size} which will lead to awkward
construction and above all to storage difficulties because of the
necessity of a leakproof piston; therefore, an auxiliary steam-
generating system bafledon this principle, as shown in figure 9(c),
will be considered. Here the T-substance conveyed by the differential
pump is not used as propulsion steam but only as a means of force-
feeding the main bulk of the T-substance, which may then be
decomposed either by a surface decompose or by means of Z-substance
force-fed by autopressurization.

Here again starting may be accomplished by auxiliary injection
by hand, sprin,g~gunpowder gas,or the like but the filling of the
auxiliary cylinder need not be done until the unit is being readied
for use, if so desired. The application of this principle to gas
generation for catapults has been accomplished and its use in this
connection with a two-component system involving combustion is being
developed, For t~is system, the flow plan must be extended as shown
in figure 9(d). Because processes lasting a very short time, shout
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0.5 second, are involved in catapult operation, forced-feed may’be
accomplished without danger by hot.gasee, La this case there is
developed.,as may le seen, a double-piston arrangement for pumping
the two components to the mxiliary decompose; again the pmnpin~
action is started either by steamfrom pui-eT“s.ubstance,by gun-
powder gas, or by hand. In the sketch, a rocket combustion.tchamber
is shown as the point of utilization; this may, of coursel be
replaced by the combustion chamber of a catapult.

FigLH.W 10 shows a cross Gection through a take-off auxiliary.
Here the system has taken shape as a unit of Air Force equipment of
light-weight constructionbut Fz”ovitiedwith all safety features.
The spherical form was chosen for tinepressure tank as being the
lightest. The unit is built both for use with GOmbUStiOn of hydro-
carbons and for use with T-sulstance decomposition alone.

At 1500 kilograms thrust lasting 30 seconds, the total impulse
amounts to 45,000 kilogram seconds. The corresponding empty weight
of the device is 250 kilograms, that isj 5,6 @xams per kilogram
second, [NACA comment: Values corrected from tineGerman.] This
weight added to the specific propellant consumption of .5,7grams
per kilogram second gives a total weight cost of 11.3 grams per
kilogram second. [NACA comment: Values corrected from the German.]

A Jet torpedo (LT 1500) aiso using the T-substance, Z-substance
fuel system is shown in figure 11. With a thrust of 800 kilograms
during 106 seconds, the total impulse amounts to 84,800 kilograms.
The empty weight without explosive charge is 818 kilograms, or
9.65 grams per kilogi”a.msecond. With the specific propellant
consumption of 5.5 ~gmms per kilo~rar:second, this empty weight
makes .atotal weight cost of 15.15 grams per kilogram second. [NACA
comnent: Values corrected i’r~mthe German.] This relatively great
weight is due to the heavy construction of the casing, which must
wi-thstandthe stress of being dropped+

la shows a catapult drive, which, of course) does notFigure ..
constitute a jet power plant in the strictest sense; however] this
drive is a characteristic exzmrpleof a stationary steam-jet generating
device with a short operating period. An additional problem arising
in this case is the generation of a quantity of s-team‘~hatincreases
as the square of time during the pzwscri>ed operatin~ period, a
problem solved by the succeflsiveactivation of differe:ltatomizer
nozzles. An electromagneticallytripped valve admits air to a

servomechanismthrowing a high-pressure ail”valve that allows the

air to pass by way of a surge tank to the propellant tank. From this
first tank feed lines of varying length lead to the atomizer elements
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so the liquid arrivee at the various atomizers at different times.
l?urthe~ore,,a quantity of propellant is for~ed through a third
ascending pipe into another, initially empty ta.nls,from which the
filling ol?the tank must first expell the force-feed air, whereupon
a pressure-feeding action gradually begins through feed lines also
of different length. A plentiful supply of Z-substance is pressure-
fed simultaneouslywith the T-substfice. In this case, the citing
of specific consumption,figures is meaningless. ‘Thesteam genera-
tion takes place directljrin the constantly increasing cylinder,
space. In tlnisunit about 65 kilograms of T-sukstance are decomposed
in 0.5 second.

3, Beyond s.certain operating period it is impossible to use
pressure-feed tanks and pump feed must be adopted. Thus the ‘pump
feed becomes the most characteristicfeature of the continuously
operating rocket power plawt,

The R-fighterj for which a thrust outp~ltthat lasted several
minutes and was controllablebet~~eenthe limits of 150 and
1500 kilograms was required, my be cited as the most typical
example of a continuously operating power plant. This fighter was
built in an experimental version using the T-substance, Z-substance
system (with a specific consumption of 9.5 g/kg see), and in the
final form using the T-substance, C-substance system (that is,
T-substance with hydrazine hydrate a,ndmethanoi combustion, with a
specific consumption of 5.5 g/kg see).

Other than the design of the jet nozzle proper and the
decomposition-combustionch~ber for the whole range of thrust
values, the chief problem was presented by the feed-pump drive and
the regulation of the feed quantity, The pumping of the propellant
is best accomplished by high-speed centrifugal pumps driven by
turbines running on steam from T-substance, which have been developed
or are being developed for this special purpose. Fmdamen.tal.ly,the
regulation of feed quantity can be accomplished either by regulation
Of the pump speed and therefore of the feed pressure or by throttling
a constant pump pressure down to a combustion-chamheroperating pres-
sure. In both cases, driving the pump by means of the T-substance
auxiliary drive provides a simple solution to the problem. The
essential features of this auxiliary drive are shown in figure 13.

A turbine T, which is brought up to a certain speed by some
means, for example by a starting motor, drives a T-substance pump.
From the pressure line a secondary flow is tapped off and led through
a regulator valve into the auxiliary decompose - a surface
decompose is most suitable - in which, by use of a given concentrat-
ion (80 percent), there can be generated only steam of an exactly

j .-
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detem.uinedtemperature (475° C)j [NACA comment: Values corrected
from the German. See p. 3.] that drives the turbine. The charac-
teristics of the pump and the.turbine are so chosen that the pump
pressure is always higher than the turbine operating pressure by an
approximately constant amount and therefore it is possible to secure
a feed of T-substance to the auxiliary decmnposer throughout the
entire operating range. Each throttling value of the regulator
valve is thus associated with a certain operating condition. The
regulator valve may be controlled either by hand, by a tachometric
regulator, or by the pump pressure. In order to bring the installa-
tion to a stop, the reGulator valve or a separate cut-off valve is
closed.

In the second part of figure 132 an auxiliary drive with a hand
regulating device is shown. For startingz T-substance is drawn from
the starting flask A, which is under presuure by a separate small
starting air flask that is not shown, by the movement of the lever H,
which operates thrcwgh the left-hand valve cone and the thrust rod
to open the right-hand check cone and thereby permit a flow from A
to the auxiliary decompose HZ. The turbopmnp starts and under the
feed pressure T-substance now flows to the regulator by way of the
center check valve and the thrust rod ri,sesand terminates tine
transmission of force from the left- to the right-hand conej where-
upon the right-hand cone begins to operate as an ordinary check
valve. The T-substance from the pressure line now flows on tineone
hand to the auxiliary decompose , on the other to the startinS flask,
which is thus filled to the highest pump pressure reached during the
period of operation. Therefore, the installation is always ready to
start again after being stopped. The operation of the lever may, of
coursey also occur indirectly, for instance by compressed air, oil
under pressure, o~ the like.

If no strong source of flow is available for starting the
installation, the third flow plan in figure 13 may also be used; in
this scheme the starting propellant is pressure-fed using the
differential piston principle with the initial impulse given by
solenoid, gunpowder Cas, or springs.

The great advantage of this auxiliary drive is that only one
propellant substance and therefore only one regulating device is
required for the operation of the auxiliary c~.rcuit,while the
operating temperature remains absolutely cunstant and the stcmm is
entirely clean and harmless. The starting process is extremely
simple and can opcraie without any additional operating means.
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I
1 _____,1 ‘ Additional pumps may be added to the turbopump system; whereby,
l,. assuming uniform pumping characteristics,a propellant sYs~e~ ~%sing.J,g
!.
/

II

‘-“severals“ubstailc6s-could bk opdr”e.tediri.thoutany additional regu-

1~ lating devices between pumps and combustion chamber.
‘~1,
I I ‘s

1;/ The next illustration (fig. 14) shows a diagram of the first

1‘1

R-fighter power plant using sim@e TLsubstance$ Z-substance decomposi-
tion, The auxiliary circuit is laid out according to the diagram

i[

~1
II

shown in figure 13 using a starting tank (without electric fittings).
The two main feed lines are provided with cut-off valves each of
which is BO controlled by the pressure in the other line that if one

~’ component fails the other will be automatically cut off.
\

The next
illustration (fig, 15) is a photograph of this power plant. A

,, remarkable point about the power plant is the design of the decom.-
P
~: poser, which in order to shift tlie center of gravity forward was
11
~

constructed as a ve:<’ysmall decomposing chamber wi-than extremely
!, long nozzle, The decomposition is only initiated in the chamber and
‘.[t, is compieted during the flow of the material throu@~ the long nozzle.
4) The decrease in efficiency involved is unimportant but the shifting,.
\ of the center of gravity is highly mivamt(ageous. As a px’ototype

power plant, this unit constitutes an ideal research unit because of
1 its highly reliable operation, small danger of fire, and the other

advantages of this system already enumerated. Performance of the
first very high-speed flights and very rapid climb flights as well
as an extensive expe~imental and training pro~ram have been possible
with this unit. Witiia total weight (sxclusive of propellant tank)
of only 75 kilograms, a thrust power of 3000 horsepower can be
maintained at maximum speed (750 kg at 300 m/see). ‘Thiscorresponds
to a specific weight of oilly25 grams per effective horsepower. The
high specific consumption, 10 grams per kilogram second, naturallY
prohibits use at the frmnt; for such usej only the hot power plant
can be considered, of ~~hichan ex~ple iS sh~ in figure 16.

,i

In the lower part will be recognized the turbine assembly
including the two propellant pumps arranged in an auxiliary circuit
flow plan such as k: just been discussed, This assembly is started
by means of an electric starting motor acting thrcugh a free-wheeling
clutch or a gearing to which the tachometer and air compressor my
also be atts.clied.

When a certain pressure 5.sattained in the C-substance feed
line this pressure opens two cut-of:rvalves in the main feed lines
for C-substance and T-substance and also closes drain valves in the
combustion-chambercooling Jacket. These valves are necessary to
prevent continued combustion in the chamber of the fuel that will
drip out of the feed ltnes after the unit is shut off; the resulting
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flames would possess no ene??~ of their own and because of the air
currents around the tail in the absence of jet thrust they might come
irl contact with the fuselage or control surfaces. After the opening
of the cut-off valves} C-substance first flows into the cooling
jacket of the ccmhstion chamber and from there to the distributing
unit, which has three or more stages and is operated by the main
control lever. Meanwhile T-substance fl~ws through the pressure
balance. The opening of each successive C-substance nozzle group
operates through the pressure balance to effect the opening of a
corresponding T-substance nozzle group.

The combustion chember is designed as a spherical space with a
Laval nozzle of fixed cross section because the obstacle presented
by the cooling systen makes it mechanically impossible to construct
a variable nozzle. Ilaturally,thenozzle opening ratio cannot be so
chosen as to fit all ope~atin.gconditions equaliy wellj especially
those of climbin~ flight. The nozzle is therefore designed for
operation with full thrust at sea level and also for operation in
high-speed flight at high altitude$ because these two operating
conditions are decisive for the over-all consumption. The cooling
of the combustion chamber is accom lished by C-substance3 the temper-

~ature of which is raised about lC@ C when operating at full thrust.
Cooling by means of T-substance is also possible but requires a
reliable draining action after the power plant is shut off.

The atomization of both propellants occurs in three concen-
trically arranged groups each having three pairs of radial-slot
nozzles especially developed for this pur”pose. G~od.combustion is
further promoted by the use of the antechamber process, which
consists in burning abOLI.tone-tenth of the total quantity of
propellant as a pilot flame in an antechamber that then aicmizes
and positively ignites the main quan-~ity(ofpropellant, i{hichis
sprayed in throu@ relaii~ely coarse nozzle :hol.es.

With the exception of the main propellant tanks, which are
carried in the forward part of the fuselage and in tha vings, the
power plant is built as a unit and given three-point suspension, as
sho~m in figure 17.

With regard to the T-scbstance tank, it remainz ‘tobe noted
that this tank may a~,sole made bullet proof’in exactl;~the mme
manner as bullet-procf Gas tanks in which-‘he walis are formed by
several layers, some of the material being capable d s~~ellii]g; but

this bullet proofing will introduce a corresporiiingincrea~e of
weight.
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The forces to which the power plant im
experimentally observed. The weight of the

subjected have
power plant is

19

been
165 kilo-

grams. At a thrust of 1500 kilograms at 300 meters per second, an

,,
6

output of 6000 horsepower would be deltvered; From these weights
,,, may be computed a specific weight of only 27.5 grama per effective
,,

llomepcwer.

When this power plant has bsxm completely tested, its field of,
application will probably’not re~fn limited to fighter planes and
today new possibilities for its use are already appearing.

4. So far only the pure prop~~lsionjet has”been discussed in
this report; it is now desirable to say a few words concerning the
mixture-jet and the combined-jet power plants.

The mixture of air with the propulsive jet for the purpose of
increasing the thrust - the ~lelotprinciple - is well knowfiand haS
often been experimentedwith, Tests that gave a thrust increase of
150 percsn~;in the test rig have also been made. However, becau~e
these values could be attained only by using bulky though light-
weight auxiliary apparatus> the use of such mixing nozzle~ has so
far rieverbeen proven to he worth while.

The mixture jet appears to be more important and valuable In
the field of jet suction and compression for example as applied to
influenci~ boundary layers, or in ram-jet units for compressing
the air in starting and for extra cornpresuionduring operation to
increase the power output. Investigations of the possibilities of
mixture-jet use in this field a,rein probmess now and have already
yielded useful results. The mixture .-Jetcould also be used for the
operation of temporary wind tunnels, which might be constructed
very hastily and simply for special plurposes.

The T-substance, C-substance jet and the auxiliary drive
previously descriked are also used for these power plants because
of the simplicity and reliable operation. A system very well
adapted for systematic investigations, especially when particular
jet temperatures are required, consists of the so-called “system 3“
in which T-substance and hydrazine hydrate are used in water SOlu-
tions of equal _percenta,Gest+pngth, for example 80-percent T-
substance plus 80-percent B-substance [NACA comment: B-substance
is hydrazine hyd~ate.~ An incidental result of using this system
is that for the stoichiometricratio there results ap~roximate
eqUality of vclume a,nda constant weight ratio of about 0.73. This
system makes it possible, usipg the same test unit without inter-
changing any nozzles and ud’ingequal pressures, to obtain with

1111.-..
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absolute reliability specified temperatures, whic?c~are determined by
the choice of concwt~atiori. In this connection,ignitionmay be
obtained with solutions as weak as 45 percent.

In the survey presented, the multiplicity of possibilities for
the use of T-substance in the field of reaction drives has been
pointed out. Although in the field of short-period drives, T-substance
must contend with the strong competition of powder propulsion and
other oxygen carriers and in some cases is clearly inferior, for
experimental drives and in the field of controllable power plants
T-substance proves to be the best because of the favorable specific
qualities as a propellant and the simplicity and reliability of power
plants using it.

To the tireless energy of all coworkers, to the leadership and
support of official quarters, to the willing assistance from research
organizatiens, and not least to the cooperation of the test pilots,
we owe the fact that today power plants are available that may
confidently be predicted to prove themselves in attack upon all fronts
even more fully than they have already done in a number of cases.

Translation by Edward S. Shaffer,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Figure 2. — t—i diagram for T—substance.
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Figure 4. - Freezing point of T-substance solution.
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Diagram of unit 109-507 B-1

● *

e

I
L J

tank h Pressure reducer
tank I Distributor valve
chamber j Check valve

a T-substance
b Z-substance
c Decompos i ng
d Ignition-operated valve k Z-substance fitting
e Air flask t Air-filling connection
f T-substance blowoff valve m High-pressure safety device

9 Z-substance blowoff valve

Figure 7. - Flow plan of gliding bomb drive, T-Z-substance.
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Figure 8. - Short-period power plant for repeated use, O to
2000 ki Iog rams.
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Figure 9. - Generation of high-pressure gas from T-substance.
Short-period power plant for repeated use, number F 29 1009,
0 to 2000 ki Iog rams.
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Figure 10. - Take-off auxiliary.

Figure Il. - Llnderwate”r power plant LT 1500, T-B-Z-substance,

800 kilograms, 60 seconds.
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Figure 14. - Controllable continuously operating power plant

R II 203 b O to 750 kilograms.
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Fig. 15
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Figure 15. — Controllable power plant k 11 203 b T—Z—substance;
0 to 750 k i I og rams.
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Figure 16. - Controllable continuously operating power plant

R II 211 0 to 1500 kilograms.
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Figure 17. — Controllable continuously operating power plant
R II 211 T—C— substance; 0 to 1500 kilograms.
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